
Student 2: High Merit 
 

PRODUCT 
 
Rainbow’s End describes itself as New Zealand’s “premier theme park”. Its function is to provide a 
rides and indoor/outdoor adventures for those people a fun day out, or night out for the Night Rides 
held during March.  
 
As well as the 16 rides there are also food shops, an arcade, birthday rooms, a conference room and 
chalets for hire and a Castleland for pre-schoolers. The only day Rainbow’s End is not open is 
Christmas Day. 
 
Mums with children aged 5-14 years are the main target market because mums usually make the 
spending decisions in families or their children might pester them to go to Rainbow’s End. Another 
target market is business owners or managers who may need a place to hold meetings, team-
building events or functions.  
 
Rainbow’s End is the only theme park in New Zealand. This is its unique selling point. 
 
Rainbow’s End is at the maturity stage of the product life cycle. 
This is because it has been open since 1982 so is a well-
established product. The park regularly introduces new rides to 
avoid going into decline. This is especially important for getting 
repeat business so that customers who have already been to 
Rainbow’s End feel there might be new rides to experience next 
time they visit.  
 
As it is the only dedicated theme park in Auckland or the rest of New Zealand, there is no direct 
competition. There are lots of other places locals or tourists can go to in Auckland for a fun day out, 
but nowhere with as many rides or different things to do. Like Rainbow’s End though, Snowplanet 
offers people a venue that doesn’t exist anywhere else in the country. Other places have zoos and 
animal experiences but not a venue with lots of rides or an indoor snow venue. For this reason 
Snowplanet is the main competitor of Rainbow’s End. 
 
PRICE (extract) 
 
Entry costs are shown in the table below, along with the prices charged by the park’s competitors.  
 

ENTRY PRICES 
 Rainbow’s End 

$ 
Snowplanet 

$ 
Butterfly Creek 

$ 
Auckland Zoo 

$ 
Spectator 17.00 - - - 
Senior 27.50 - 23.00 23.00 
Child 37.00 39.00 16.00 12.00 
Adult 47.00 59.00 27.00 28.00 
Family 156.00 149.00 73.00 72.00 
 
Rainbow’s End uses cost-plus pricing. This means they have worked out all of the expenses to run 
the park, like wages, power, repairing the equipment, looking after the safety requirements, 
interest, advertising, etc. The total expenses are calculated and then a percentage is added to make 
sure the park will make a profit. Once they have this amount that they need to take as income, past 



year’s admission numbers are used to work out what to charge for children, for adults, families etc. 
Entry prices are lower than those charged by Snowplanet, with the exception of the family charge 
for two adults and two children. Having to pay $7.00 more to go to Rainbow’s End would probably 
not cause a family to go to Snowplanet as there is much more to do at the theme park and they 
wouldn’t have to pay any extra for hiring skis, snowboards, helmets or the special snow clothing.  
 
PROMOTION (extract) 
 
All of this advertising is planned to reach the main target market (mums) and other markets like 
teenagers and business owners. For example, Rainbow’s End adverts appear in Woman’s Day and 
Parenting magazines because these are likely to be read by a lot of mothers. To get the attention of 
teenagers the Night Rides held during March are advertised on Flava FM which young people listen 
to.  
 
Rainbow’s End also uses a range of promotional strategies, like: 
• Competitions, for example, one where people buying tickets to Night Rides go into the draw to 

win a Fusion car stereo. This will attract more teenagers to buy tickets for Night Rides. 
• Viral marketing. Rainbow’s End has a Facebook page and a Bebo page. Ads for Night Rides often 

appear on these social media sites as Bebo especially appeals to teenagers who are the target 
market for Night Rides. 

 
PLACE 
 
Rainbow’s End is in Manukau, Auckland and is located near good transport links and motorway off-
ramps. The park has quite a large parking lot and some customers park over the road in the shopping 
mall carpark. This convenience will attract more customers to Rainbow’s End. 
 
There are three options for buying tickets to Rainbow’s End:  buying at the gate, buying online and 
as part of the Auckland Multi-pass.  
 
The ticket prices shown above for Rainbow’s End are the gate prices. Customers can pay reduced 
prices by buying their tickets in advance online. For example, by going online you can book and pay 
for superpasses that are cheaper, $27.00 for full Kidz Kingdom (indoor and outdoor rides) and $7 for 
a spectator on weekdays or $15.00 on weekends. These are really good prices that are only available 
when paid online before going to the park. It’s convenient because tickets can be bought from home 
24/7. 
 
 
 
 


